We propose a general explicit coupling method between a Finite Volume method for compressible flow and a rigid body. The coupling strategy is based on the idea of Embedded Boundary methods [13]. The fluxes are computed everywhere in the Cartesian grid, and are modified at the solid boundaries to enforce fluid mass conservation. The coupling between the fluid and the solid is designed to ensure a balance in momentum and energy. We prove the exact numerical conservation of several simple uniform flows. An illustrative example of the liftoff of a cylinder by a shock wave is presented and compared with existing results.
Introduction
For fluid-structure interaction problems, two main types of methods were developed. The Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method (ALE) was first developed in the late seventies [4] . However, as a body-fitted method, the ALE technique requires remeshing of the fluid domain when the solid is subjected to large deformations or breaking, which can be computationally demanding.
In order to avoid body-fitting and remeshing, Peskin [14] proposed the Immersed Boundary method for the coupling of incompressible biological fluid flows with moving elastic boundaries. Penalization type method have been applied to compressible fluid-structure interaction [1] , but the stiff condition on the time-step as the penalization parameter is increased is unsatisfactory. Direct forcing methods, which modify the values of the fluid cells in the vicinity of the solid boundary, have been widely applied [10, 6, 12] , but still do not ensure the conservation of physical quantities at the interface.
Conservative methods for Finite Volumes with complex geometries have been developed, such as the Embedded Boundary method [13] . Several procedures were proposed to avoid the stability condition restriction due to cut cells with small volume. We adopt here the solution consisting in merging the small cut-cells with their stable neighbors, that were successfully applied for compressible fluid-structure interaction [8] .
In the sequel the equations for flux modification remain similar to [8] . The main difference lies in the coupling approach. Ultimately, our aim is to couple the compressible flow with a Discrete Element method for the solid. As the Discrete Element method is computationally expensive, we use an explicit coupling method. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to rigid solids, but the method also applies for deformable bodies. The algorithm is carried out in a partitioned way: the fluid pressure makes the solid move, and the updated position of the solid induces a modification of the fluid fluxes at the new boundary. The fluid solver is based on the time splitting high order scheme developed in [3] . However the theoretical analysis of the coupling algorithm does not depend on the scheme that is used.
Description of the method
The position of the solid in the fluid domain is taken into account using the Embedded Boundary method [13, 7, 9, 5, 8] . At time t, the solid occupies a volume fraction α i of cell i, and all variables are assumed to be uniform in the cell. The conservative quantities contained in the cell are therefore equal to their value at the center of the cell times the volume of the cell and the volume fraction of fluid 1 − α i . In the same way, the computed fluxes are assumed to be constant on cell faces. If we denote κ ij the surface fraction of the face between cells i and j occupied by solid, we set the effective flux between i and j as the computed flux times the surface of their interface and the surface fraction of fluid 1 − κ ij . Additional fluxes come from the presence of the solid boundary, and are computed in order to yield exact conservation of fluid mass and of total momentum and energy of the system.
We now describe the algorithm we developed, which preserves the fully conservative properties of the Finite Volume method combined with the Em-bedded Boundary method. At the beginning of a time step, at time nΔt, the known quantities are:
• The position of the center of mass of the solid particle X n and the rotation matrix Q n • The velocity of the center of mass of the solid particle V n and the angular quantity of movement matrix P n • The fluid state : density n , velocity u n and pressure p n .
The general algorithm is as follows:
Pressure is transferred to the solid boundary (3) Solid step (using boundary pressure)
(4) Update of the boundary position, computation of the α n+1 and κ
The pressures p (1) in the x and y directions (in our case, due to the splitting method ; these steps could also be the steps of a RungeKutta method). The solid is advanced in step (3) using a classical second order Verlet scheme for translation and a second order RATTLE scheme for rotation. Details can be found in [11] . The solid rigid body is supposed to be of general polygonal shape, and the computation of intersections in step (4) is straightforward.
Let the indices l, r, b and t denote the respective left, right, bottom and top faces of a cell C. Following [8] , the cut-cells computation in step (5) is written as follows in the 2D case:
• For each solid boundary F, compute the quantity Δw n F swept by boundary F, such that :
where w denotes alternately density , momentum u or energy e. In practice, we compute Δw n F as the integral of w n in the quadrangle defined by the positions of F at time nΔt and (n + 1)Δt.
•
• Compute Δw C for each cell C :
• Update the value of w C in every cell :
To ensure stability of the method for small cut-cells, we follow the procedure described in [8] , with minor changes due to the impossibility to define a normal vector in a cell occupied by two boundaries. We define small cells as α C > 0.5. If we mix cell C with a target cell C t , so that the final value w of the two cells is equal, we have to exchange the quantities
, and we easily check that w C + M CCt = w Ct + M CtC . In the 2D case, we have to make a choice for the target cell C t . We fix C t to be the fully-fluid cell (α Ct = 0) nearest to cell C, such that the path between the two cells does not cross a solid boundary. A recursive subroutine finds such a target cell after few iterations.
Let us note that the mixing procedure is entirely conservative, and ensures that the significant volume for a cell is consistent with the usual CFL condition based on standard cell size.
Theoretical results
The following results were theoretically proven:
• Mass, momentum and energy conservation: When there is no inflow into or outflow from the domain, conservation of fluid mass is ensured. For periodic boundary conditions, the momentum is exactly balanced between fluid and solid during each time-step. For periodic or reflecting boundary conditions, the energy received by the fluid from the solid is exactly balanced by the work of fluid pressure forces on the solid during each time-step.
• Frame indifference: Let an arbitrary shaped rigid body moving at constant velocity and no rotation, be immersed in a uniform fluid flowing at the same velocity. The uniform motion of both the solid and the fluid is preserved by the coupling algorithm.
• Free slip along a straight boundary: A uniform flow parallel to a rigid semi-infinite half-plane is preserved by the coupling algorithm.
The last result shows that no numerical boundary layer or artificial boundary roughness appear at the solid boundary, even when it is not aligned with the Cartesian mesh.
Numerical results
Due to space limitations, we only present here a moving boundary benchmark that was first proposed in [7] and also treated in [8] . A rigid cylinder of density 7.6 kg m −3 , initially resting on the lower wall of a two-dimensional channel filled with air at standard conditions, is driven and lifted upwards by a Mach 3 shock wave. The results obtained on a 1600 × 320 grid are shown in figure 1. We observe good agreement with the results shown in [2] and [8] . Small differences in the position of the shock waves can be noticed but no reference solution exists for this case. We also observe a strong vortex under the cylinder which is much weaker in [8] . This vortex seems to be associated with a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability originating at the contact discontinuity present below the cylinder.
In addition, when considering the final position of the center of mass of the cylinder, we observe a fast grid convergence of the method. The position we obtain on a 400 × 80-grid is comparable to that obtained on a 1600 × 320-grid in [8] . With increasing resolution on grids 400×80, 800×160 and 1600×320, [8] gives 
Introduction
The accurate numerical simulation of the helicopter rotor flow in hover or forward flight leads to an accurate calculation of rotor blade aerodynamic loads. The flowfield around a rotor is difficult to model because of the inherently dynamic and multidisciplinary nature of the problem [1] [2] [3] [4] . Numerical flow solvers have to be able to accurately solve a wide range of flow conditions from low speed incompressible flow near the root region of the blades to compressible high subsonic/transonic flow at the tip region.
The compressible system of equations for analyzing low Mach number flows using time marching algorithms does not provide accurate results and draws low convergence rate due to the large disparity of the acoustic wave speed and the wave convected at the fluid speed. In such problems which have the regions that the compressibility is important, using the incompressible equations is restrictive. In such cases, the compressible equations should be used and the convergence difficulty arising from the low speed flow can be addressed by using a preconditioning technique.
The preconditioning technique basically multiplies a preconditioning matrix to the time derivative terms of the governing equations. Preconditioning changes the eigenvalues of the system of compressible equations and reduces the disparity in the wave speeds and prevents inaccurate and non-physical results and resolves low convergence rate of the solution of low Mach number flows. Removal of stiffness, behaving of the system of equations as a scalar equation and decupling of the governing equations are some other advantages of preconditioning techniques [5] .
Over the past decade, several preconditioning schemes have been proposed and examined by many researchers to compute compressible flow at low Mach numbers [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . A number of Euler/Navier-stokes flow solvers have also been developed to simulate helicopter rotor flows [11] .
The main objective of the present work is to develop a more economical Euler flow solver by implementing a preconditioning scheme for accurate and efficient computation of the flow around a helicopter rotor in hover. Herein, the preconditioning scheme proposed by Erikson [10] is implemented. The numerical method used is a cell-centered finite volume scheme that is based on the Roe's flux-difference splitting method [12] on unstructured meshes. For a high-order scheme, the estimation of the flow variables at each cell face is achieved by the MUSCL formulation. The results using the present preconditioned Euler flow solver are compared with the experimental results and the effect of preconditioning on the performance of the solution is investigated.
Governing Equations
The Euler equations are formulated in a rotating coordinate frame ( , , ) x y z attached to the rotor blades in terms of absolute-flow velocities. The inertial coordinates ( ', ', ') x y z are taken to coincide with ( , , ) x y z at an instant in time t . The computational domain consists of unstructured tetrahedral cells (see Fig. 1 ). The Euler equations employing preconditioning technique may be written in conservative form as
where
is the source term due to the centrifugal force of rotation of the blades and F , G and H are the inviscid flux vectors in the rotating frame, Γ is the preconditioning matrix, Ω is the angular velocity in the z direction relative to the inertial frame ( , , ) Equation (1) can also be written in terms of the primitive variables,
as follows:
where xp A , yp A and zp A are the Jacobian matrices of the inviscid flux vectors F , G and H , respectively, based on the primitive variables p Q . The preconditioning matrix Γ was proposed by Eriksson [10] as follows: and r M is the relative local Mach number. The calculation of a using this relation guaranties the modified acoustic waves propagate at nearly the same speed as the entropy and vorticity waves [10] . The eigenvalues of the preconditioned system of equations are given as Figure 1 indicates that through the preconditioning the eigenvalues become much more clustered as Mach number approaches zero.
Numerical Solution Procedure
Equation (1) may be written in an integral form for an arbitrary grid cell as
where V is the cell volume, n dS is a vector element of surface area with outward unit normal vector ˆˆˆ( , , )
x y z n n n n . A discretization form of the governing equations can be written as
The numerical flux of the inviscid terms across each cell face k using preconditioned Roe's flux-difference splitting can be written as
Here, A is the Roe-averaged flux Jacobian matrix ( A = ∂ ∂ F/ Q ) and L
Q
and R Q are the state variables to the left and right of the interface k ,
, and the superscript ~ denotes Roe-averaged quantities.
High-order accuracy is achieved via the reconstruction of flow variables using the MUSCL interpolation technique [13] .
Boundary Conditions
At the blade surface, the flow tangency condition is used for inviscid flows. The treatment of the far-field boundary condition is based on the onedimensional Riemann invariants normal to the far-field boundary.
Results and Discussion
To show the efficiency and accuracy of the present preconditioned Euler flow solver, the inviscid flowfield is computed for an isolated rotor in hover. This test case was experimentally studied by Caradona and Tung [14] . The experimental model consists of a two-bladed rigid rotor with rectangular planform blades with no twist or taper. The blades are made of NACA 0012 airfoil sections with an aspect ratio of 6. Calculations are performed for the operating conditions of subsonic and transonic tip Mach numbers, test case is accurately predicted. For both cases, the secondorder solution provides more accurate results than the first-order one. A Preconditioned Euler Flow Solver 5 Figure 3 gives the effect of preconditioning on the convergence rate of the solution for both the subsonic and transonic test cases. It is demonstrated that preconditioning greatly enhances the performance of the solution for the flow around the rotor for both the cases. Note that a large region of the flowfield around the rotor has the characteristics of a low speed flow, and therefore, the preconditioning becomes more efficient for simulating this class of the flow. The study indicates that the effect of preconditioning in improving the convergence rate of the solution for the subsonic case is more pronounced than the transonic one.
Introduction
While the development of the gas-kinetic CFD solvers starts from as early as 1960s, the first gas-kinetic upwind scheme is probably the Equilibrium Flux method (EFM) in [1] or the Kinetic Flux-Vector Splitting (KFVS) method in [2] [3] . Although it has some unique features, a KFVS scheme is found more diffusive than Roe's approximate Riemann solver in [4] . To improve the accuracy over a KFVS scheme, the so-called Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) method is developed in [5] [6] , making a relaxation between the KFVS scheme and another less robust gas-kinetic scheme, KFVS_u 0 . However, the relaxation approach involves a free parameter similar to the artificial viscosity used in the central schemes. As a result, the benefits of an upwind shockcapturing scheme are not fully materialized. So, in this paper, we will explore a nonrelaxation approach to recover the accuracy of the BGK scheme.
Problem Statement
For the Euler equations, the Kinetic Flux-Vector Splitting (KFVS) method in [2] splits the flux vector, F, according to the sign of the particle velocity u,
where g is the Maxwellian distribution function for the equilibrium state,
, and the subscripts of L and R indicate that the corresponding variables are at the left and right-hand sides of the interfaces, respectively.
Although it has some unique numerical features, the above KFVS scheme is found more diffusive than Roe's approximate Riemann solver in [4] , as demonstrated in Lei Tang D&P LLC, Phoenix, AZ 85016, USA. Email: tanglei@d-p-llc.com Gas-kinetic Upwind Euler/N-S Solvers 2 Figure 1 with the famous Sod's shock-tube problem. To improve the accuracy over this KFVS scheme, the so-called BGK scheme is developed in [5] [6] . For the Euler equations, it can be written in the following form It is important to realize that the particle collision time τ in the BGK scheme loses its original physical meaning because the Euler equations have no physical dissipation. The term of
here behaves as a relaxation parameter. Its role is just to add some numerical dissipation from the first part of the BGK scheme, the KFVS scheme, into the second part of the BGK scheme, which is referred to be KFVS_u 0 scheme because the flow variables with the subscript of 0 are computed with
. As shown in Figure 1 , while the KFVS scheme is more diffusive than Roe's scheme, the KFVS_ u 0 scheme is less diffusive than Roe's solution at both shock and contact discontinuity but generates some numerical oscillations at the foot of the expansion wave. The BGK scheme makes a compromise between the above two KFVS schemes, improving the robustness over the KFVS_u 0 scheme and the accuracy over the KFVS scheme. Its solution is almost the same as Roe's solution.
However, the BGK scheme is more complicated than its two baseline schemes, especially for the extensions beyond the Euler equations. More importantly, there is a relaxation parameter which is a free parameter similar to the artificial viscosity used in the central schemes. As a result, the benefits of an upwind shock-capturing scheme are not fully materialized. So, we will further explore a non-relaxation approach to improve the robustness of the KFVS_u 0 scheme, recovering the BGK solution.
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Proposed Algorithm
To improve the robustness of the KFVS_ u 0 scheme without relaxation, it is important to realize that the KFVS_ u 0 scheme is indeed not a flux-vector splitting scheme because it splits the conservative variables instead of the flux vector. So, it is more appropriate to call the KFVS_ u 0 scheme as the conservative variable splitting scheme. However, it is not necessary to achieve upwind by splitting the vector of the conservative variables. Given the flow variables at the left and right hand sides of the interface, we can compute the interface values of the flow variables with any splitting. For example, one can split the three lowest moments of the Maxwellian distribution function to obtain the flow variables at the interfaces from their values at the left and right hand sides of the interfaces,
As shown in Figure 2 , the application of this gas-kinetic Euler solver to the Sod's shock-tube problem significantly alleviates the numerical oscillations around the sonic point with very little impact on the numerical solution of the KFVS_u 0 scheme at the shock and contact discontinuity. On the other hand, the robustness of this scheme is still not sufficient. As shown in Figure 2 (Present (no fix)), there are still some small numerical oscillations around the sonic point. This is because the flux of the energy equation involves the third moment of the Maxwellian distribution function while the highest moment of the Maxwellian distribution function in the above gas-kinetic Euler solver is only two. So, the dissipation is not sufficient. 
, to correct the pressure in the flux of the energy equation. As shown in Figure 2 , such a simple fix is sufficient to generate a robust Euler solver without relaxation.
To further extend the above gas-kinetic scheme to the Navier-Stokes equations, one needs to keep the first two terms of the Chapman-Enskog expansion of the gas distribution function. Now we need to compute the interface values of the derivatives besides the interface values of the flow variables. The simplest approach is to use the first-order divided differences of the two neighboring nodal values of the flow variables. This leads to the popular central discretization of the viscous fluxes. However, such a discretization is not consistent with the discretization of the inviscid fluxes. In the framework of discontinuous Galerkin approach, people have been actively pursuing a consistent viscous discretization. The so-called recovery-based or reconstructed Discontinuous Galerkin methods in [7] [8] approach this problem through the interpolation. However, it is well known that in a Gudonov-type scheme, the interpolation should be done at the reconstruction stage and the evolution stage should solve a physical problem. So, a correct way is to compute the interface values of the derivatives in the same way as for the flow variables. If a Riemann solver is applied to compute the interface values of the flow variables, the same should be done for determination of their derivatives (i.e., a generalized Riemann solver). Here we have used the gas-kinetic flow variable splitting to compute the interface values of the flow variables. So, a consistent way to compute the interface values of their derivatives is 
Numerical Results
Several test cases are presented in this section to demonstrate the robustness and accuracy of the developed gas-kinetic Euler/Navier-Stokes solvers. The first-order reconstruction is used for the inviscid computations and the high-order reconstruction in [9] is used for the viscous computation.
Woodward-Colella's two interacting blast waves
Let us first to use Woodward-Colella's blast wave interaction case to test the robustness of the developed gas-kinetic scheme for the solution of one-dimensional Euler equations. Figure 3 presents the obtained density profiles at t=0.038. It is clear that the present scheme is even slightly less diffusive than the BGK scheme. , t=0.038)
Hypersonic cylinder case
Next, we use the supersonic cylinder case to examine the robustness of the developed gas-kinetic scheme for the solution of two-dimensional Euler equations. As shown in Figure 4 , the present scheme avoids the carbuncle phenomenon. 
